CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across
1. Tooth______ goes on my toothbrush to help clean my teeth.
3. I_____ good food to keep me healthy.
4. I______ my mouth wide for the dentist to look at my teeth.
6. I______ my teeth two times each day.
8. ____ dentist helps keep my teeth clean.
9. I______ to visit the dentist.
10. I get a fun ______ when I visit.

Down
1. I_____ my toothbrush away after using it.
2. I have a new______ growing in my mouth.
5. The dentist and helpers are very______.
6. I will have good teeth when I get______ because I take good care of them.
7. I like to show my teeth with a big______.
8. I will always remember to______ good care of my teeth.